News

- Greenspoon Marder Launches Volunteer Time Off Program
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance’s 2020 Claim Your Future Showcase
- Greenspoon Marder Partner Matthew Ginder Featured Speaker At NobleCon
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The Cannabis Lab’s “Legislative Updates & Regulations In Cannabis, Hemp & CBD” Panel Event
- Greenspoon Marder Partner Chad Tamaroff Featured Speaker At The 2020 South East Florida Apartment Association Landlord Tenant Seminar
- Greenspoon Marder Partner Dana Somerstein Re-Appointed To The City Of Fort Lauderdale’s Complete Count Advisory Committee
- Greenspoon Marder Secures Victory Against Timeshare Exit Lawyer On Behalf Of Client Westgate Resorts
- Greenspoon Marder Partners Matthew Ginder And Sander Zagzebski Featured Speakers At Kahner Global’s Cannabis Private Investment Summit Florida
- Gerry Greenspoon Recognized Among South Florida Business Journal’s 2020 Power Leaders
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The Temple Kol Ami Emanu-El Winter Wonderland
- Greenspoon Marder Recertified As A Great Place To Work®
- Greenspoon Marder Client Alert: You Can “Predict” You Will Get A Lawful Marketing Call
- Greenspoon Marder Secures Victory Against Timeshare Exit Lawyer On Behalf Of Client Westgate Resorts
- Greenspoon Marder Recertified As A Florida Unique Abilities Partner By The Florida Department Of Economic Opportunity
- Greenspoon Marder Supports 2-1-1 Broward’s VIP Announcement Party
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The Jason Taylor Foundation’s 3rd Annual Whiffle Blast Tournament
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Junior Achievement Of South Florida’s JA World Uncorked
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The Jewish Federation Of Broward County And Their Schmooze & Booze Event
- Greenspoon Marder Recognized By Benchmark Litigation USA 2020
- Greenspoon Marder Hosts The South Florida Diversity Council’s South Florida Chapter Meeting
- Greenspoon Marder Partner Beth-Ann Krimsky Appointed To The Board Of Directors For The Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital Foundation And Memorial Foundation
- Greenspoon Marder Promotes Six Attorneys To Partner In 2020
• Greenspoon Marder Senior Counsel Elizabeth Somerstein Adler Elected To Serve As The Vice Chair Of The City Of Fort Lauderdale's Sustainability Advisory Board
• Greenspoon Marder is proud to support "Light Up the Village" with SOS Children's Village of Florida
• Greenspoon Marder supports the I Care I Cure Childhood Cancer Foundation
• Greenspoon Marder Supports March Of Dimes' Women Of Distinction Luncheon
• Greenspoon Marder Launches Diversity Council
• Greenspoon Marder Associate Jason Silver Appointed To The City Of Fort Lauderdale's Community Appearance Board
• Greenspoon Marder supports the I Care I Cure and their 18th Calcutta Tennis Tournament & Casino Night
• Greenspoon Marder supports the Business for the Arts Broward Art + Stroll
• Greenspoon Marder Jumps 31 Spots In The Social Law Firm Index For 2019
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Diamond Angels Of Joe DiMaggio Children's Hospital Foundation's 16th Annual Fairy Tale Ball
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Hoffman's Chocolates' 29th Annual Winter Wonderland
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Jewish Federation of Broward County's Schmooze & Booze Event
• Greenspoon Marder Recognized By The South Florida Legal Guide As A "Top Law Firm" For 2020
• Greenspoon Marder supports the 4th CAG Marine Corps Ball
• Greenspoon Marder supports the 2019 Walter G. "Skip" Campbell, Jr. Memorial Charity Golf Tournament
• Greenspoon Marder Recognized Among South Florida Business Journal's Top Corporate Philanthropy List
• Greenspoon Marder Supports CLAB Broward/WPB's "Cannabis Year In Review" Event
• Greenspoon Marder Partner And Chief Diversity Officer Myrna Maysonet Featured Speaker At Broward County Hispanic Bar Association's CLE Event
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Dan Marino Foundation's Annual Dinner
• Greenspoon Marder supports the 14th Annual Sallarullo's Race for Champions benefitting the Special Olympics Florida
• Greenspoon Marder supports the 10th Annual Ghost Light Society Soiree benefitting the Broward Center's Arts-in-Education Programs
• Greenspoon Marder Receives Top Rankings In The 2020 Edition Of U.S. News & World Report - Best Lawyers "Best Law Firms"
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The 18th Annual Signature Grand Goul Benefitting 2-1-1 Broward
• Greenspoon Marder Named One of The "100 Best Medium Workplaces" 2019 By Great Place To Work And Fortune
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Peter Siegel And Senior Counsel Adam Kemper Featured Speakers At The 2019 HRABC Annual Conference
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts The South Florida Diversity Council's Mental Health Awareness Mixer
• Greenspoon Marder Senior Counsel Elizabeth Somerstein Adler Earns LEED AP BD+C Professional Credential
• SOS Children's Villages Florida Luncheon Hosted By Celebrity Cruises On The Celebrity Equinox
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Pink Angels Of Memorial Foundation's "Touch Of Pink Sunset Party"
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Beth-Ann Krimsky ALM-Daily Business Review 2019 Florida Trailblazer
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Greater Hollywood Chamber Of Commerce And Its 17th Annual "Grapes For Grades" To Benefit The Broward Education Foundation
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Dana Somerstein Appointed To The City Of Fort Lauderdale's Community Services Board
• Greenspoon Marder Ranked Among Fortune's "Best Workplaces For Women" 2019
• Greenspoon Marder Co-Managing Director Gerald Greenspoon Recognized As A "2019 South Florida Ultimate CEO" By South Florida Business Journal
• Greenspoon Marder Chief Marketing Officer Michelle Martinez Reyes Moderator At The South Florida Executive Roundtable Luncheon
• Greenspoon Marder Senior Counsel Elizabeth Somerstein Adler Inducted As A Member Of The NSU Levan Ambassadors Board
Greenspoon Marder Supports The Girl Scouts Of Southeast Florida's "Lead The Way Luncheon"
Greenspoon Marder Named Among "Top 100 Law Firms For Women" By Women Inc. Magazine
Greenspoon Marder Chief Marketing Officer, Michelle Martinez Reyes, Selected As A Finalist For The CMO Club's 2019 CMO Awards
Greenspoon Marder Supports The American Planning Association's 2019 Florida Annual Conference
Greenspoon Marder Supports "Behind The Gavel: A Celebration Of Hispanic Judges" Event
SOS Children's Villages Florida Luncheon Hosted By Celebrity Cruises on the Celebrity Equinox
Greenspoon Marder Hosts MADD Dash Fort Lauderdale 5k Wrap Party
Greenspoon Marder Co-Managing Directors Gerald Greenspoon And Michael Marder Featured Among Florida Trend's "Florida 500 Most Influential Business Leaders" For 2019
Greenspoon Marder Client Alert: Where is the Injury and Where Does the TCPA Mention Texts? – Nowhere –
7 Attorneys From Greenspoon Marder Featured In The Best Lawyers In America© 2020 "Litigation Issue"
Greenspoon Marder Partner And Chief Diversity Officer Myrna Maysonet Recognized As A 2019 Hispanic Woman Of Distinction
Greenspoon Marder Partner Brian McHugh Selected As A "Lawyer of the Year" By Best Lawyers® For 2020
Greenspoon Marder Partner Michael Krul Selected As A "Lawyer of the Year" By Best Lawyers® For 2020
Greenspoon Marder Partner Dennis Mele Selected As A "Lawyer of the Year" By Best Lawyers® For 2020
33 Attorneys From Greenspoon Marder Listed In the Best Lawyers in America© 2020
Greenspoon Marder Supports The 2019 Lavender Law Conference & Career Fair
Three Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Recognized In Benchmark Litigation's "Under 40 Hotlist" 2019
Greenspoon Marder Ranked Among American Lawyer's 2019 Female Equity Partner Scorecard
Greenspoon Marder Named Among "Top 100 Law Firms" By Daily Business Review
Greenspoon Marder Supports The Southeastern Minority Job Fair
Greenspoon Marder Ranked #9 Among Vault's "2020 Best Midsize Law Firms To Work For"
Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Receive 2019 AV Preeminent Rating By Martindale-Hubbell
Greenspoon Marder Partner Laurence I. Blair Ranked In Chambers And Partners High Net Worth For Private Wealth Law
Greenspoon Marder Supports The 2nd Annual Autoplex Golf Tournament
Greenspoon Marder Associate Amanda N. Phillips Selected To Leadership Broward Class XXXVIII
Greenspoon Marder Partner Edward Brown Recognized By Lexology Content Marketing Awards As "Legal Influencer For Private Client - U.S."
Greenspoon Marder Recognized By The Lexology Content Marketing Awards As "Thought Leader For Private Client - U.S."
Greenspoon Marder Joins As A Corporate Partner Of The National Diversity Council
Greenspoon Marder Partner Dana Somerstein Selected To Leadership Florida Connect Class 10
Greenspoon Marder Ranked Among Law360's "Best Law Firms For Minority Attorneys" For 2019
Greenspoon Marder Named Among South Florida Business Journal's "Top Private Companies" in 2019
Greenspoon Marder Supports Green Table Global's "The Business Of Cannabis" Event In London
Greenspoon Marder Continues To Rise On The National Law Journal's NLJ 500
Greenspoon Marder Partner Joseph Geller Panelist At The Greater Hollywood Chamber Of Commerce's 2019 Legislative Update Luncheon
Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Recognized In Florida Trend's 2019 "Legal Elite"
Greenspoon Marder Partners, Myrna Maysonet And Nandini Nair, And Chief Marketing Officer, Michelle Martinez Reyes, Recognized As Profiles In Diversity Journal's 2019 "Women Worth Watching"
Greenspoon Marder Supports The Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation's Annual Meeting
• Greenspoon Marder Senior Counsel Matthew Ginder Panelist At The Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance's International Action Team Meeting
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts Anti-Defamation League Presentation
• Greenspoon Marder Partners Mark Somerstein, Barry Somerstein, And Alan Somerstein Recognized By IFLR1000
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The MJBizConNEXT
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts The 5th Annual ICE Conference
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Men Having Babies Surrogacy Conference & Expo
• Greenspoon Marder Deputy Managing Partner Rebecca Bratter Appointed To The Board Of Directors Of The David Posnack Jewish Community Center
• Greenspoon Marder Continues To Rise On The Law360 400 In 2019
• Greenspoon Marder Obtains One-Of-A-Kind Order Against Major Timeshare Exit Companies On Behalf of Client, Westgate Resorts
• Greenspoon Marder Ranked In South Florida Business Journal's 2019 List Of Top Law Firms
• Greenspoon Marder Ranked Amongst The Top 100 Law Firms On American Lawyer’s 2019 Diversity Scorecard
• Super Lawyers Recognizes 22 Attorneys At Greenspoon Marder As “Super Lawyers” In Florida
• Super Lawyers Recognizes 16 Attorneys At Greenspoon Marder As “Rising Stars” In Florida
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Multifamily NW ACE Awards In Portland
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Joseph Geller Invited To Governor's Trade Mission To Israel
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Joseph Geller Chosen As Recipient Of The Florida League Of Cities' Legislative Appreciation Award
• Greenspoon Marder Associate Jason Silver Appointed To The Florida Bar's Constitutional Judiciary Committee
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts The Judicial Diversity Initiative's Judicial Reception
• Greenspoon Marder Senior Associate Alicia Lewis Shortlisted For Chambers Diversity And Inclusion Awards, “Future Leader - Minority Lawyer”
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition of Broward County's 27th Annual Mother's Day Luncheon
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts The JFBC's Jewish Women's Foundation Of Broward County’s Grant Wishes Cocktail Reception
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Peter Siegel Featured Speaker At The Greater Hollywood Chamber Of Commerce’s "Good Morning Hollywood Breakfast"
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Alan Somerstein Selected As A 2019 "Up & Comer" By South Florida Business & Wealth
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The American Cancer Society's 2019 Celebration Gala
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Debbie's Dream Foundation's 10th Annual Dream Makers Gala
• Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Lee Lasris And Ron Lebow Named Among National Law Journal's 2019 Health Care Law Trailblazers
• Greenspoon Marder Deputy Managing Partner Rebecca Bratter Shortlisted For Chambers Diversity And Inclusion Awards, "Outstanding Contribution To Furthering The Advancement Of Diversity In The Legal Profession"
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Jewish Federation of Broward County's 2019 Men's Nite Out
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The 26th Annual Easterseals South Florida Golf Fiesta
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Arc Broward's 8th Annual Delish
• Greenspoon Marder Shortlisted For Chambers Diversity And Inclusion Awards, "Outstanding Firm For Furthering Diversity And Inclusion"
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Joe Dimaggio Children's Hospital I Love The 80's Casino Night
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The 2019 Walk Like Madd & Madd Dash 5K
• Greenspoon Marder Ranked By Chambers and Partners USA In Florida: General Litigation For 2019
• Greenspoon Marder Ranked By Chambers and Partners USA As A Band 1 Law Firm In Nationwide: Cannabis Law For 2019
• Greenspoon Marder Ranked By Chambers and Partners USA In Florida: Real Estate For 2019
Greenspoon Marder Sponsors Discovery After Dark: Kaboom
Greenspoon Marder Supports The Broward County Bar Association's Young Lawyers Section Judicial Reception
Greenspoon Marder Partner Dana Somerstein Named A University of Florida "40 Gators Under 40" For 2019
Greenspoon Marder Hosts The NickLaus Children's Hospital Genes & Cocktails Reception
Greenspoon Marder Supports The David Posnack Jewish Community Center's Annual Children's Runway Show
Greenspoon Marder Supports The Temple Kol Ami Emanu-El Annual Gala
Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Michael Alman And Jamie Alman Featured Speakers At Nova Southeastern University Family Law Society Panel Event
Greenspoon Marder Hosts The Legal Marketing Association South Florida Lunch & Learn in March
Greenspoon Marder Supports The We Are Stoneman & Douglas Food & Wine Event
Greenspoon Marder Supports The Museum of Discovery & Science Wine & Spirits Culinary Celebration
Greenspoon Marder Associate Alicia Lewis To Be Honored at Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Fort Lauderdale's Finest Gala
Greenspoon Marder Partner Dana Somerstein Appointed To The City Of Fort Lauderdale’s Complete Count Advisory Committee
Greenspoon Marder Recognized by the South Florida Legal Guide as a "Top Law Firm" For 2019
Greenspoon Marder Certified As A Florida Unique Abilities Partner By The Florida Department of Economic Opportunity
Greenspoon Marder Appoints Partner Myrna Maysonet As Chief Diversity Officer
Greenspoon Marder Hosts Kahner Global 2nd Annual Cannabis Private Investment Summit
Greenspoon Marder Supports the 12th Annual I Care I Cure Run
Greenspoon Marder Deputy Managing Partner Rebecca Bratter to be a Featured Mentor for the South Florida Business Journal’s BizWomen Mentoring Monday
Greenspoon Marder Supports the 2-1-1 Broward 9th Annual Non-Profit Awards
Greenspoon Marder Hosts the Proctor & Gamble Alumni Roundtable
Greenspoon Marder Certified A Great Place to Work®
Greenspoon Marder Partner David Weisman Featured Speaker For The Florida Bar Webinar
Greenspoon Marder Defeats Class Certification Bid On Behalf Of Client Caribbean Cruise Line, Inc.
Greenspoon Marder Supports the Jewish Federation of Broward County’s Community Campaign Celebration
Gerry Greenspoon Recognized Among South Florida Business Journal’s 2019 Power Leaders
Greenspoon Marder Promotes Dana Somerstein and Kathleen Hipps to Partners
Greenspoon Marder Hosts the Debbie's Dream Foundation Dream Makers Gala Kick-Off Reception
Greenspoon Marder Announces Partnership with Green Table
Greenspoon Marder Attorney Adam Kemper Featured Speaker For The Clear Law Institute Webinar
Greenspoon Marder Recognized Among South Florida Business Journal's Corporate Giving/Corporate Foundations List for 2018
Greenspoon Marder Supports the Invest: Greater Fort Lauderdale/Broward 2018 Conference Launch
Greenspoon Marder Partner Franklin Homer Successfully Assisted Client Resolve a Complaint Filed with the World Intellectual Property Organization Arbitration and Mediation Center
Greenspoon Marder Co-Managing Director Gerald Greenspoon Recognized as "Broward County, CEO of the Year"
Greenspoon Marder Attorney Elizabeth Somerstein Adler Reappointed for a Fourth Term to the City of Fort Lauderdale's Sustainability Advisory Board
Greenspoon Marder Supports the 6th Annual Miss Arc Broward Pageant
Greenspoon Marder Recognized Among South Florida Business Journal's Top Corporate Philanthropy List
Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Selected as 2018 Legal Leaders
Greenspoon Marder Attorney Adam Kemper Featured Speaker for the Clear Law Institute Webinar
• Greenspoon Marder CMO Michelle Martinez Reyes To Be Honored at the Connection Coalition’s Gala Awards
• Greenspoon Marder Recognized by Benchmark Litigation USA 2019
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Peter Siegel Featured Speaker at the Human Resource Association of Broward County’s Annual Conference
• Greenspoon Marder Supports ARC Broward’s The Miss ARC Broward Pageant Afternoon Tea
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Adam Kemper Featured Speaker at Human Resources Association of Broward County’s Annual Conference
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Marla Neufeld to be Inducted Into the NSU University School Alumni Hall of Fame
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Marla Neufeld Recognized as a 2018 NSU Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award Recipient
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Jack & Jill Children’s Center 18th Annual Power Lunch
• Greenspoon Marder CMO Michelle Martinez Reyes Recognized Among “Inspirational Women of Broward County” by Girl Scouts of Southeast Florida
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the Jewish Federation of Broward County Women’s Executive Circle Kick Off
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Elizabeth Somerstein Adler Appointed to the Steering Committee for the Broward Center of Performing Art’s Ghost Light Society
• Greenspoon Marder Co-Managing Directors Gerald Greenspoon and Michael Marder Featured Among Florida Trend’s Inaugural Florida 500 Most Influential Business Leaders for 2018
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Ann Storck Center’s 25th Annual Celebrity Chefs Food Tasting and Auction
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts MADD Dash Fort Lauderdale 5K Wrap Party
• Greenspoon Marder Partners Barry Somerstein and Mark Somerstein Recognized As IFLR1000 Elite Dealmakers
• 35 Attorneys From Greenspoon Marder Listed In The Best Lawyers in America© 2019
• Greenspoon Marder Featured In Profile Magazine
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Matthew Ginder Featured Panelist at Sup-X: The Startup Expo
• Greenspoon Marder Named Among Florida’s Most Inclusive and Diverse Law Firms in 2018 By Daily Business Review
• Greenspoon Marder Named Among South Florida’s “Top Real Estate Law Firms” By The Real Deal Magazine
• Four Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Recognized in Benchmark Litigation’s “Under 40 Hotlist” for 2018
• Greenspoon Marder Partners Murray B. Silverstein & Mark F. Grant Named Among Florida Trend’s “Florida Legal Elite” 2018
• Greenspoon Marder Named Among “Top 100 Law Firms” by Daily Business Review
• Greenspoon Marder Continues To Rise On The National Law Journal’s NLJ 500
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the Greater Fort Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce’s 2018 iConnect Mixer
• Super Lawyers Recognizes 22 Attorneys at Greenspoon Marder as “Super Lawyers” in Florida
• Super Lawyers Recognizes 15 Attorneys At Greenspoon Marder As “2018 Rising Stars” In Florida
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Marla Neufeld Featured Speaker at Men Having Babies Florida Conference
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Mark F. Grant Florida Bar Certified in Condominium and Planned Development Law
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Elizabeth Somerstein Adler Recognized As A 2018 “Up and Comer” By South Florida Business & Wealth
• Greenspoon Marder Senior Counsel Matthew Ginder Featured Speaker at the Jewish Federation of Broward County’s Mega Networking Event
• Greenspoon Marder Partner David Weisman Featured Speaker at Cannabis Leasing Seminar
• Greenspoon Marder Ranked in South Florida Business Journal’s 2018 List of Top Law Firms
• Greenspoon Marder Continues To Rise On The Law360 400 in 2018
• Greenspoon Marder Recognized by Chambers & Partners, Chambers Women in Law Awards: USA 2018
• Greenspoon Marder Jumps 4 Spots in the Am Law 200 Rankings
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Alicia Lewis Featured Speaker at the Building Owners and Managers Association’s Medical Marijuana Luncheon
• Greenspoon Marder Supports a Fistful of Hollars by the Rotary Club of Cypress Creek/Fort Lauderdale
• Greenspoon Marder Honored at 2-1-1 Broward’s Making Real Connections Breakfast
• Greenspoon Marder Associate Jason D. Silver Appointed as Chair to the Florida Bar’s Student Education and Admission to the Bar Committee for the 2018-2019 Year
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the American Cancer Society's Celebration Gala
• Greenspoon Marder Recognized by Chambers and Partners USA 2018
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts the Jewish Women’s Foundation of Broward County Grant Wishes Celebration
• Greenspoon Marder Of Counsel Elizabeth Hughes Appointed to the Florida Bar’s 2018-2019 Code and Rules of Evidence Committee
• Greenspoon Marder Partner David Kubiliun Appointed to the Florida Bar’s 2018-2019 Student Education and Admission to the Bar Committee
• Greenspoon Marder Files Patent On Behalf of Wisconsin Student For Device That Could Help Save Lives During A School Shooting
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Mark Somerstein Tapped as an Honorary Member of the Florida Blue Key
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Walk like MADD & MADD Dash 5k 2018
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Business for the Arts Broward
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Young At Art Museum SuperSaturated
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the 21st Annual Cuisine for Art Fundraiser Presented by the Seminole Hard Rock Hotel and Casino
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Jack & Jill Children's Center
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the Broward County Bar Association’s Young Lawyers Section Judicial Reception
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts International Facility Management Association’s South Florida Chapter
• Greenspoon Marder Recognized Among 2018 South Florida Top WorkPlaces by the Sun Sentinel
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts The 2018 Spring Policy Conference Presented by Florida For Care
• Greenspoon Marder and The National Law Journal to Host Cannabis Legalization Webinar
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts Goodman Jewish Family Services “Screening with a Meaning”
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts the Jewish Federation of Broward County’s Joint Tax & Estate Seminar
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation’s One Walk Broward
• Greenspoon Marder Promotes Three Attorneys To Partner and Senior Counsel
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the Dan Marino Foundation Through Collaborative Effort Offering Internships and Employment for Marino Campus Students Living With Autism and Differing Abilities
• Greenspoon Marder Surrogacy Practice Group Recognized as an Innovative Practice Group by the Daily Business Review for 2018
• Gerald Greenspoon Recognized Among the Professional Excellence Award Honorees as a Distinguished Leader by the Daily Business Review for 2018
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the NSU College of Pharmacy 2018 Futures Summit
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Amanda Phillips Featured Judge at the NSU Shepard Broad College of Law Trial Association Mark Dobson 1L Tournament
• Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Michael Alman and Jamie Alman Featured Speakers at the NSU Family Law Society Lunch and Learn
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts the Jewish Federation of Broward County's API Cocktail and Awards Reception Honoring Gene K. Glasser
• Greenspoon Marder Supports South Florida Executive Roundtable March Monthly Luncheon
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the Broward Center of Performing Arts Annual Celebration Featuring Steve Martin and Martin Short
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Business for the Arts of Broward
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the American Cancer Society Celebration Gala VIP Kick-Off Party
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the Jewish Federation of Broward County's 6th Annual Judicial Reception
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts The Jewish Federation of Broward County’s Real Estate Networking Event
• Greenspoon Marder Supports 2-1-1 Broward Non-Profit Awards
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts the Cannabis Private Investment Summit
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts the Cannabis Law, Accounting and Business Broward Chapter Meeting
• Greenspoon Marder Will Be Hosting The American Israel Public Affairs Committee Lawfare and the Manipulation of International Law
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The B'Nai B'rith Justice Unit's 38th Annual Installation Brunch
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Broward Sheriff's Advisory Council 2018 Tribute to Bravery Gala
• Greenspoon Marder is Proud to Support the 2018 I Care I Cure Run
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts 100+ Women Who Care Broward Chapter and 100+ Men Who Care South Florida Chapter
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Marla Neufeld to be a Featured Speaker at the Broward County Matrimonial Lawyers Luncheon
• Gerry Greenspoon Recognized Among South Florida Business Journal’s 2018 Power Leaders
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Institutional Capital & Cannabis Conference East (IC³)
• Greenspoon Marder Recognized By the South Florida Legal Guide As a Top Law Firm For 2018
• Greenspoon Marder Supports New York State Bar Association’s (NYSBA) Annual Meeting
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The 5th Anniversary 5K Run With The RABBI®
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Jason Taylor Foundation’s 2nd Annual Wizard Creations Whiffle Blast 2018
• GREENSPOON MARDER HOSTS THE JEWISH FEDERATION OF BROWARD COUNTY YOUNG LEADERSHIP DIVISION BUSINESS & PROFESSIONALS SPEED NETWORKING EVENT
• Greenspoon Marder Promotes Two Attorneys To Partner and Senior Counsel in 2018
• Greenspoon Marder Partners With South Florida Executive Roundtable
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Jewish Adoption And Foster Care Options' Planned Giving Council Networking Breakfast
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Diamond Resorts Invitational PGA Tour
• Greenspoon Marder Supports NSU University School’s 2018 Sunvitational Speech & Debate Tournament
• Greenspoon Marder Partner Rachel K. Gillette To Be Featured Speaker At 2018 Florida Institute Of CPAs Valuation, Forensic Accounting & Litigation Conference
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Melissa Goldman Speaker At Recent Florida Bar CLE Programs
• Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Joseph S. Geller Panelist at Broward Bar Association's Legislative Affairs Update
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Miami Music Project
• Greenspoon Marder Supports the American Friends of the Hebrew University's Alumni Lecture Series
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Matthew Ginder Speaker At United Way Of Broward's Tocqueville Tuesday
• Greenspoon Marder Supports JAFCO'S Silver Paradise Gala
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts Debbie's Dream 2018 Gala Kick-Off Party
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Steven Fender Speaker At American Bar Association's Consumer Bankruptcy Committee Webinar
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Hoffman's Chocolates 27th Annual Winter Wonderland
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Elizabeth Somerset Adler Reappointed For A Third Term To The City of Fort Lauderdale's Sustainability Advisory Board
• The Ever-Growing Medicare Appeals Backlog and CMS’ Latest Response
• Greenspoon Marder Named One Of South Florida's Top Corporate Philanthropists
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation South Florida Chapter
• Greenspoon Marder Supports ICSC’S South Florida Idea Exchange
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The 5th Annual Miss Arc Broward Pageant
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The Invest: Greater Fort Lauderdale/Broward 2017 Official Launch
- MACRA and the New “Pay for Performance” Model
- Greenspoon Marder Supports the Ryan Owens Memorial Beach Run and Dinner/Auction
- Greenspoon Marder Supports the Signature Grand Ghoul Benefiting 2-1-1 Broward
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Goodman Jewish Family Services’ First Annual Feed The Need Brunch
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Footy’s Bubbles & Bones Gala Benefiting Here’s Help
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Broward County Bar Association’s Young Lawyers Section 30th Annual Charity Golf Tournament
- Greenspoon Marder Attorney Jason D. Silver Guest Speaker At The Center For International Education
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The Seventh Annual Women Of Color Empowerment Conference
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance
- Greenspoon Marder Supports the I Care I Cure Childhood Cancer Foundation
- Greenspoon Marder Co-Founder Gerald Greenspoon To Be Honored At Leadership Broward’s 2017 Profiles in Leadership Awards
- Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Dennis D. Mele Wins City Commission Approval For Hoyer Homes
- Greenspoon Marder Attorney Jessica Alhalel Selected to the Board of Directors for the Business for the Arts of Broward
- Greenspoon Marder Recognized by Benchmark Litigation USA
- Greenspoon Marder Attorney Melissa Goldman To Moderate the Women in Medicine: Born To Lead Health Care Roundtable
- Greenspoon Marder Deputy Managing Shareholder Rebecca Bratter Appointed to the Performing Arts Center Authority of Broward County
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The 2017 Annual Florida Outdoor Advertising Association's (FOAA) Convention
- Greenspoon Marder Hosts The 2017 Florida Blue Key South Florida Homecoming Kick-Off Party
- Greenspoon Marder Supports the Debbie’s Dream Foundation 3rd Annual Dream BIG Luncheon
- Greenspoon Marder CMO Michelle Martinez Reyes Recognized As “Broward County, CMO of the Year”
- Greenspoon Marder Presents Second Annual Cannabis Law, Accounting and Business Conference & Expo
- Greenspoon Marder Supports the Cannabis World Congress & Business Expo in Los Angeles
- Greenspoon Marder Supports the American Planning Association's Florida Conference
- Greenspoon Marder To Co-Host “United Stance” To Bring Together Key Voices in Fighting Opioid Epidemic
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Pompano Beach Cultural Center’s “American Roots Of Jamaican Music: The Legacy”
- Greenspoon Marder To Host Walk Like MADD & MADD Dash Fort Lauderdale 5k Wrap Party
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The 2017 State Of Orange County Real Estate’s August Event
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Hispanic Women Of Distinction’s 16th Annual Charity Awards Luncheon
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance
- Greenspoon Marder Shareholder David Kubiliun Featured Speaker at Broward County Bar Association Young Lawyers Section Luncheon
- Greenspoon Marder Shareholders Michael E. Marder, Dennis D. Mele, and Leslie J. Zigel Selected as “Lawyer of the Year,” by Best Lawyers® for 2018
- Four Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Recognized in Benchmark Litigation’s Under 40 Hotlist 2017
- 34 Attorneys from Greenspoon Marder Listed in The Best Lawyers in America® 2018
- Greenspoon Marder Attorney Dana Somerstein Selected to Leadership Broward’s Class XXXVI
- Greenspoon Marder Obtains Unanimous Approval For the Development of FATcity in Fort Lauderdale
- Greenspoon Marder Donates Artwork of Award-Winning Collection to Cleveland Clinic Department of Cardiology
- Greenspoon Marder Hosts the American Planning Association’s (APA) Legislative Luncheon in Broward
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Steven Fender Featured Speaker At American Bar Association Consumer Bankruptcy Committee Webinar
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The 2017 Florida Chapter Club Managers Association Of America (FLCMAA) Summer Conference Series
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Mothers Against Drunk Driving Of Florida
• Greenspoon Marder Supports 2017 Sunshine Expo
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Christina Guzman Accepted to the Hispanic National Bar Association’s 2017 Latina Leadership Academy
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Steven Fender Featured Speaker for Strafford CLE Webinar
• Greenspoon Marder Continues To Rise on the Law360 400
• Greenspoon Marder Supports I Care I Cure
• Greenspoon Marder Named Among South Florida Business Journal's “Top 100 Private Companies” in 2017
• Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Joe Geller Receives A 2017 County Champion Award From Florida Association of Counties
• Greenspoon Marder Continues To Rise on the National Law Journal's NLJ 500
• Greenspoon Marder Attorney Dana Somerstein and CMO Michelle Martinez Reyes Recognized As 2017 “Up and Comers” By South Florida Business & Wealth
• Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Rachel Gillette to Speak at The Florida Bar's Annual Convention Masters Seminar on Ethics in 2017 Panel
• 7 Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Recognized in Florida Trend's 2017 Legal Elite
• Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Joseph Geller Chosen as Recipient of the Florida League of Cities Legislative Appreciation Award
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The Jewish Federation Of Broward County
• Greenspoon Marder Supports The 2017 Florida Chapter Club Managers Association Of America (FLCMAA) Summer Conference Series
• Greenspoon Marder Deputy Managing Shareholder Rebecca Brattter Appointed Board Member of the Broward Cultural Council
• Greenspoon Marder Senior Counsel Marla Neufeld Speaking at Assisted Reproductive Technology Presentation and Q&A
• Greenspoon Marder Supports TJ Reddick Bar Association Annual Gala & Presents “Exceptional Service to the Community Award”
• Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Alan Cohn Appointed 2017-2018 District Governor of the Rotary 6990 District
• Greenspoon Marder Ranked in Review 100 by the Daily Business Review
• Super Lawyers Recognizes 21 Attorneys at Greenspoon Marder in Florida
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Athlete Connections Foundation's 9th Annual Celebrity Golf Classic
• Greenspoon Marder Supports Broward League of Cities Annual Gala
• Greenspoon Marder Announces Rankings In Chambers And Partners USA 2017
• Greenspoon Marder Ranked In South Florida Business Journal's 2017 List Of Top Law Firms
• Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Beth-Ann Krimsky Re-Elected To Ramat Shalom's Board Of Directors
• Gerry Greenspoon, Rebecca Bratter and Cindy Crawford Of Greenspoon Marder Recognized As South Florida Business Journal's 2017 Power Leaders In Law & Accounting
• Greenspoon Marder Jumps 11 Spots in the 2017 Am Law 200 Rankings
• Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Rachel Gillette To Speak At The Florida Bar's Annual Convention Masters Seminar On Ethics In 2017 Panel
• Greenspoon Marder of Counsel Steven Fender to be a Featured Speaker and Co-Chair of American Bar Association's Consumer Bankruptcy Committee Webinar
• Greenspoon Marder Hosts the Jewish Federation of Broward County's Whiskey & Wine Event
Greenspoon Marder Supports the Spring 2017 Marijuana Business Conference & Expo in Washington, D.C.
Greenspoon Marder Supports The Jewish Federation Of South Palm Beach County And PAC Primetime
Greenspoon Marder Attorney Dana Somerstein Appointed To 2-1-1 Broward Board of Directors
Greenspoon Marder Supports The Miramar Haitian Flag Day Celebration
Greenspoon Marder Supports Art And Culture Center/Hollywood's 20th Annual Cuisine For Art
Greenspoon Marder Hosts Association For Student Loan Relief Florida Workshop
Greenspoon Marder Supports the Broward County Bar Association's Young Lawyer Section Judicial Reception
Greenspoon Marder Supports the Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance Mid-Year Meeting & Luncheon
Greenspoon Marder Supports Nova Southeastern University Ambassadors Board Breakfast Meeting
Greenspoon Marder Deputy Managing Shareholder Rebecca Bratter Selected As A South Florida Business Journal 2017 Influential Women
Greenspoon Marder Recognized by Chambers Women in Law Awards: USA 2017
Greenspoon Marder Hosts the Jewish Women's Foundation Grant Wishes Celebration
Greenspoon Marder Supports the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Great Strides Fort Lauderdale Walk
Greenspoon Marder Shareholders Rebecca Faith Bratter And Marbet Lewis Recognized As 2017 On The Rise Honorees By The Daily Business Review
Greenspoon Marder Hosts Wharton Club of South Florida: Cannabis Industry Update Featuring Gerald Greenspoon and Scott Greiper
Greenspoon Marder Shareholder John H. Pelzer Appointed To The Florida Bar's Appellate Practice Certification Committee
Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Larry Corman Recently A Featured Speaker at the Hospitality Financial and Technology Professionals Seminar
Greenspoon Marder Supports Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition of Broward County's 25th Annual Mother's Day Luncheon
Greenspoon Marder Supports Walk Like MADD & MADD Dash 5k
Greenspoon Marder Supports The American Parkinson Disease Association's Optimism Walk
Greenspoon Marder Supports Kids Can
Greenspoon Marder Recognized As The 2017 Business Of The Year - $100 to $250 Million In Revenues Category - By South Florida Business Journal
Greenspoon Marder Supports Here's Help
Greenspoon Marder Supports The Jewish Federation Of Broward County
Greenspoon Marder's CMO, Michelle Martinez Reyes, Recognized Among The 2017 List Of Hispanic Women Of Distinction
Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Barry Somerstein Represents Seven King Holdings in Largest Transaction of Florida Boating History
Greenspoon Marder Co-Managing Director, Michael Marder, Recognized As A 2017 CEO Of The Year By Orlando Business Journal
Greenspoon Marder Shareholder David Kubiliun Elected To The Miami Board Of Directors Of The Florida Association Of Criminal Defense Lawyers
Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Rachel Gillette And Lance Rogers To Speak At Cannabis Business Summit & Expo
Greenspoon Marder Attorney Jason Silver Appointed Vice Chair Of The Florida Bar's Student Education/Admissions To The Bar Committee
Greenspoon Marder Recognized Among 2017 South Florida Top Workplaces By Sun Sentinel
Greenspoon Marder Supports Museum Of Discovery And Science's 22nd Annual Wine, Spirits And Culinary Celebration
Greenspoon Marder Attorney Steven Fender Appointed Chair of ABA's Consumer Bankruptcy Committee
- Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Peter Siegel Interviewed By Bloomberg BNA
- Greenspoon Marder Hosts Commercial Real Estate Women's Luncheon
- Shareholder Rebecca Bratter of Greenspoon Marder Promoted to Deputy Managing Shareholder
- Greenspoon Marder Selected As A 2017 Business Of The Year Finalist By South Florida Business Journal
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation's Broward One Walk
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Adrienne Arsht Center's 11th Season Gala Concert: A Celebration Of Women In The Arts
- Greenspoon Marder Supports 5th Annual Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation Ball
- Gerry Greenspoon And Michael Marder To Receive Royal Poinciana Community Leadership Award
- Greenspoon Marder Attorney Steven Fender Featured Speaker At American Bar Association Consumer Bankruptcy Committee Webinar
- Greenspoon Marder Partners With Young At Art's Tastemakers
- Dinah Ruiz, Talent Acquisition Manager With Greenspoon Marder, Selected As Regional NALP Representative
- Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Peter Siegel A Featured Guest On Legal News And Review
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Cannatech 2017 in Israel
- Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Rachel Gillette Highlighted In Breaking The Grass Ceiling: Women, Weed and Business??
- Greenspoon Marder Supports His House Children's Home In Partnership With Legal Marketing Association's Networking With A Purpose Event
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Emerald Society's 67th Annual St. Patrick's Day Gala
- Greenspoon Marder Attorney Alicia Lewis A Featured Speaker On Legal News And Review
- Greenspoon Marder Is Proud To Support The 2017 State Of Orange County Real Estate - Strategy For The Future Event
- Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Kathryn Saft Featured Speaker At Vacation Ownership Conferences
- Greenspoon Marder Hosts Reception Spotlighting Assisted Reproductive Technology Book At Books & Books In Coral Gables
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The Institutional Capital & Cannabis Conference (IC³)
- Greenspoon Marder Supports The 15th Annual Butterfly Festival
- Greenspoon Marder Is Proud To Support Leadership Fort Lauderdale's Education Day
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Artigras Fine Arts Festival In Palm Beach
- Eight Attorneys From Greenspoon Marder Listed In The Best Lawyers Business Edition 2017
- Greenspoon Marder Supports ARDA World 2017
- Greenspoon Marder Is Proud To Support The 2017 State Of Orange County Real Estate - Strategy For The Future
- Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Chad Tamaroff Certified By The Supreme Court of Florida As A Circuit Court Mediator
- Greenspoon Marder Supports Fashion Night On Brickell Benefitting Dade Legal Aid
- Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Laurence “Larry” I. Blair To Be Honored At 2017 Mitzvah Society Reception
- Greenspoon Marder Sponsors 10th Anniversary I Care I Cure Run
- Synechron Collaborates with The South Florida Accelerator (TSFA)
- Greenspoon Marder Associate Elizabeth Somerstein Adler Elected to Serve on Board of Broward B’Nai Brith’s Justice Unit
- Greenspoon Marder Becomes a Member of WorldCity
- Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Jodi Laurence to be a Featured Speaker at the Cannaholdings Medical Marijuana Educational Symposium
- Greenspoon Marder Supports the Broward County Bar Association's Medical Marijuana Legalization Summit 2017
- Greenspoon Marder Attorneys to be Featured Speakers at the Democrat Young Professionals Luncheon
- Greenspoon Marder Supports the Goodman Jewish Family Services of Broward County
- Greenspoon Marder Support the 7th Annual Dan Marino Foundation WalkAbout Autism & Expo
Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Peter Siegel to be the Featured Speaker at the Women's Executive Club of Fort Lauderdale

Legal Learning Series Launches Cannabis Industry Professional Services Organization - The Cannabis LAB Presented by Greenspoon Marder

Greenspoon Marder Attorney Elizabeth Somerstein Adler Reappointed for a Second Term to the City of Fort Lauderdale's Sustainability Advisory Board

Senator Maria Sachs Joins Innovation Florida as New Executive Director

Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Peter Siegel to be a Featured Speaker at the Coral Springs Regional Chamber of Commerce's Business Academy

Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Give Back to the Community at the 100+ Women Who Care Broward Chapter Meeting

Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Jeffrey Backman Served as a Panelist at the 2016 PACE Washington TCPA Summit

Greenspoon Marder Attorney Steven Fender was a Featured Speaker at the American Bar Association Business Law Section Annual Meeting

Greenspoon Marder & The South Florida Accelerator Form Strategic Alliance and Launch Innovation Florida

Two Greenspoon Marder Shareholders Selected as "Lawyer of the Year" by Best Lawyers for 2017

Greenspoon Marder Founders Featured on the Cover of South Florida Business & Wealth August 2016 Edition

Greenspoon Marder Senior Counsel Marla Neufeld Featured on Community News and Review Program

Greenspoon Marder attorney Steven Fender to be a featured speaker for the "U.S. Supreme Court Takes aim at Fraudulent Conveyance Schemes" Webinar

Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Steve Geller speaks on Florida's Water Loss Crisis at the Florida Insurance Consumer Advocate's Forum

Greenspoon Marder Attorney Alan Somerstein Initiated into Leadership Broward Foundation's Class XXXIV Community Project Program

Kids Can Organization Founded by Children of Greenspoon Marder Attorneys Honored for Fundraising Efforts

Greenspoon Marder Attorney Elizabeth Somerstein Adler has been Appointed to the City of Fort Lauderdale’s Sustainability Advisory Board

The Holocaust Documentation & Education Center Acquires World War II Sherman Tank

Gerald Greenspoon Named as one of South Florida Business Journal's 2016 Power Leaders in Law & Accounting

Greenspoon Marder Successfully Defends Developers in Federal Jury Trial As No Fraud is Found

Evan Glasser of Greenspoon Marder Presented Community Service Award by Jewish Federation of Broward County

Marla Neufeld Of Greenspoon Marder Honored by Personal Ponies

Joseph Geller of Greenspoon Marder Recognized as a 2016 Champion of Florida’s Middle Class

Greenspoon Marder Shareholder Jeffrey Backman Serves as Panelist Speaker at PACE 2016 Convention & Expo

Greenspoon Marder Law Attorney Neal Hirschfeld Secures $28 Million Verdict after the Remains of a Baby were Found in the Trash

Greenspoon Marder Law’s Steve Geller to Speak on Gambling Issues in Florida

Greenspoon Marder Law’s Steven Fender to Serve as a Panelist for the Strafford’s CLE Webinar

Greenspoon Marder Law to Host the T.J. Reddick Bar Association’s CLE

Greenspoon Marder Law’s Steven Fender to Serve as a Panelist at the ABA Business Law Section’s CLE Program

Greenspoon Marder Law’s Jeffrey A. Backman to Serve as a Panelist at the 2015 PACE TCPA Washington Summit

Greenspoon Marder Law’s Steve Geller Receives Award from AFL-CIO

David Kubiliun Named to Debbie’s Dream Foundation: Curing Stomach Cancer Board of Directors

"Kids Can" helps other children

Greenspoon Marder Law Attorney Beth-Ann Krimsky Honored as One of the Top 20 South Florida Women in Law for 2015
• Greenspoon Marder Law’s Downtown Fort Lauderdale Office Welcomes Roy Taub
• Greenspoon Marder Law’s Fort Lauderdale Office Welcomes Christina Guzman
• Greenspoon Marder Law Attorney Rebecca Bratter Honored as Member of the 2015 ‘On the Rise’ Attorneys
• Greenspoon Marder Law Attorney Marla Neufeld Appointed to Board of Directors of Uprooted
• Greenspoon Marder Law Attorney Mark Grant Selected in the Top 100 for 2015 Florida Super Lawyers
• Greenspoon Marder Law Enters the 2015 AMLaw 200
• Greenspoon Marder Law Continues to Rise on the NLJ 350 Annual Survey
• 26 Greenspoon Marder Law Attorneys Listed Among 2015 Florida Super Lawyers and Rising Stars
• Greenspoon Marder Law Foundation Paints Perfect Picture of Charity: Creates Art Exhibition Supporting 10 South Florida Non-Profit Groups
• Marla Neufeld to Speak at the Broward County Matrimonial Lawyers’ Luncheon
• Jessica B. Alhalel Joins Greenspoon Marder Law’s Fort Lauderdale Office
• Greenspoon Marder Law Hosts the Jewish National Fund’s Middle East Briefing
• Steven Fender to be a Featured Panelist at the American Bar Association’s “Business Law Section – 2015 Spring Meeting”
• Jeffrey A. Backman to Serve on the Publications Board of the Commercial Litigation Committee for the Defense Research Institute
• Greenspoon Marder Law is ranked number five on the 2015 South Florida Business Journal’s list of Top Law Firms
• Dan Marino Foundation: WalkAbout Autism & Expo
• Rebecca Bratter Elected to Board of Directors of Young At Art Museum
• Rebecca Bratter Elected to Young At Art Museum's Board of Directors for 3-year term
• Greenspoon Marder hosts Political Fundraiser, Tuesday, February 25, 2014 for FL Agriculture Commissioner Adam Putnam
• Greenspoon Marder’s Ft. Lauderdale Office Welcomes Associate Shannon Jones
• Greenspoon Marder’s Downtown Fort Lauderdale Office welcomes Rachel Edelsberg
• People in the news
• Greenspoon Marder Welcomes Steven Wherry as a Shareholder to its Fort Lauderdale Office
• Benny A. Ortiz, Aaron T. Williams and Scott M. Wellikoff join Greenspoon Marder

Publications

• Greenspoon Marder Client Alert: You Can “Predict” You Will Get A Lawful Marketing Call
• Supreme Court of Florida to Review Whether the State’s Medical Marijuana Licensing Scheme is Constitutional
• Greenspoon Marder Client Alert: Where is the Injury and Where Does the TCPA Mention Texts? – Nowhere –
• Florida Appellate Court Agrees with Trial Court that Medical Marijuana Licensing Scheme Conflicts with Florida’s Constitution
• Greenspoon Marder Immigration Alert: New Social Media Question on DS-160 and DS-260 Applications
• Greenspoon Marder Health Law Blog: Marketing Laboratory Services
• Florida’s Legislature Passed a Commercial Hemp Bill, Paving the Way for a New Industry in the State
• Marketing via Text May Expose Cannabis Companies to Substantial Legal Risks
• Greenspoon Marder Health Law Blog: Concierge Medicine And Direct Primary Care Agreements
• Florida Legislature Repeals Ban on Smoking Medical Marijuana
• Florida’s New Governor, Ron DeSantis, Announced His Position to Expand Florida’s Medical Marijuana Program
• Greenspoon Marder Client Alert: Are Predictive Dialers Making a Comeback?
• Greenspoon Marder Featured In Profile Magazine
• Direct Primary Care Agreements
Florida’s Restrictive Medical Marijuana Regulations — The Basics
Greenspoon Marder Client Alert: FCC’s Clarifications Not So Clear After All: D.C. Circuit Sets Aside Broad TCPA Interpretations as Arbitrary and Capricious
IRS Begins Enforcing Affordable Care Act’s Employer Shared Responsibility Mandate
CMS Permits Texting of Patient Information Among Health Care Providers
DNRs in Florida and the Case of a Signed DNR Tattoo
The Ever-Growing Medicare Appeals Backlog and CMS’ Latest Response
MACRA and the New “Pay for Performance” Model
Counties and Municipalities are Grappling with How to Regulate Dispensaries under Florida’s New Medical Marijuana Law
Medicare Program Integrity Manual Allows for Electronic Signatures for Authentication
North Broward Hospital District v. Susan Kalitan: A Drastic Shift in Personal Injury Medical Malpractice Noneconomic Damage Awards
New Guidance On Corporate Compliance Program Evaluation Issued by the U.S. Department of Justice
Greenspoon Marder Client Alert: Trump’s FCC Chairman Selection May Bring Relief to the Telecom Industry
"Why Florida’s New Condo Termination Bills are Problematic" By: Mark F. Grant & Raul Valero

Meet the Team

Elizabeth Somerstein Adler
Jason Alman
Jamie D. Alman
Michael J. Alman
Jeffrey A. Backman
William Berger
Laurence I. Blair
Gregory J. Blodig
Rebecca Faith Bratter
Jamey R. Campellone
Ronald A. Charlot-Aviles
Alan B. Cohn
Thomas F. Coyle
Michelle E. Durieux
Richard W. Epstein
Kelli Evangelist
John L. Farquhar
Diana Feng
Scott J. Fuerst
Herschel Gavsie
Joseph S. Geller
Ellen Gilmore
Matthew Ginder
Evan S. Glasser
Gene K. Glasser
Mark F. Grant
Deena Pacelli Gray
Gerald Greenspoon
Haas Hatic
Jennifer B. Hirschberg
Neal W. Hirschfeld
Jordanna Ishmael
Adam D. Kemper
Evan B. Klinek
Beth-Ann E. Krimsky
David P. Kron
Michael H. Krul
Alicia Lewis
Leonard Lubart
Mark Lynn
Sherine Marder
Brian S. McHugh
Dennis D. Mele
David Merkur
Adriana S. Miranda
Marla Neufeld
Eliot New
Jennifer Patti
John H. Pelzer
Amanda Phillips
Bradley A. Ross
Michael S. Ross
Jessica B. Sander
Carl Schuster
Marc E. Schwartz
John L. Shiekman
Peter R. Siegel
Jason D. Silver
Peter D. Slavis
Glenn N. Smith
Alan Somerstein
Barry E. Somerstein
Dana Somerstein
Mark K. Somerstein
Ashley T. Steffen
Julia Stepanova
Gregg Strock